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Notes

• Session is being recorded, You’ll receive access 

to the recording in a couple days

• Ask questions via chat >

• We’ll try to answer as many questions as 

possible
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Upcoming KAPE Intensive Training and 
Certification Sessions

SCHEDULE INSTRUCTORS

September 28, 2021
10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. ET

Eric Zimmerman

Sean Straw

Scott Zuberbuehler

Andrew Rathbun

October 7, 2021
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. GMT

James Thoburn

Paul Wells

Guillermo Roman

October 20, 2021
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. HKT

Paul Jackson

David Klopp

Rob Phillips

Full Calendar Available 

here: 

bit.ly/KAPE2021

• Virtual live sessions

• Max 25 students
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Who are we?

• Andrew Rathbun
–Senior Associate, Kroll Cyber Risk
–KAPE Instructor
–Former Federal LE (HHS OIG)
–Former Local LE (MSUPD)
–Former US Military (USMC – 0311)
–Digital Forensics Discord Server 

Administrator
–AboutDFIR Contributor
–GitHub Enthusiast

• Josh Mitchell
–Senior Vice President, Kroll Cyber Risk
–Software Reverse Engineering 
–Malware Analysis
–Former US Military (USAF – 1N5)
–Background in Vulnerability Discovery 

and Exploit Development

Introduction



EventTranscript.db Introduction
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An Introduction to a New DFIR Artifact

• Has existed since Windows 10 version 1709 and exists through most current build of Windows 11 

(KB5006050)

• Relates to telemetry and diagnostic data tracking

• Multiple levels of diagnostic data tracking 

• Plenty of documentation exists for Diagnostic Data and Telemetry, but nothing exists prior to our research 

about EventTranscript.db as a forensic artifact

• DiagTrack.dll controls the recording of Diagnostic Data events to EventTranscript.db

EventTranscript.db

View full research at: kroll.com/eventtranscript

http://kroll.com/eventtranscript
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EventTranscript.db Schema



DiagTrack Service Overview
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Diagnostics Overview

MicrosoftDiagTrack
Service

Compatibility 
Components

Registry
Process 
Collection 
Nodes
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• Components listed under 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Wi

ndows\CurrentVersion\Diagnostics

• Tenants list enabled telemetry collection packages

• SettingsRequests include settings for the collection 

packages (or where to get the settings) 

• JSON and XML files appear to define the collected 

items (data sampling)

DiagTrack Service Registry 



Data Collection Control Mechanisms
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• From the DiagTrack service FlightSettings.dll used policymanager.dll and  

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Policies\Microsoft\Windows\Data

Collection appear to dictate collection

• From Edge 

Windows.System.Profile.PlatformDiagnosticsAndUsageDataSettings.dll 

performs a similar function

Data Collection Control Mechanisms
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• FlightSettings.dll has additional Registry keys at 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows

SelfHost which appear related to update 

mechanisms/experimentation

Data Collection Control Mechanisms Cont.
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• We have just begun to scratch the surface

• More time is required to understand messaging 

system (ETW, COM, RPC), scheduled tasks, 

HTTP/HTTPS communication, filesystem storage 

locations, and more…

• Like how is onecore involved?

• Or why does generaltel.dll look for games? 

Executables Involved



What is SQLECmd?
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High level overview

• A tool by Eric Zimmerman to parse SQLite 

databases quickly, regardless of where they 

came from (any OS!)

• Utilizes Maps (similar to EvtxECmd) to influence 

CSV output
– Maps consist of parameters for which 

SQLECmd looks to determine if a Map matches 
an SQLite database to be parsed

– If the Map matches the database schema, 
SQLECmd will execute the SQLite query within 
the Map against the SQLite DB to produce 
output

• Anyone can create Maps for any DB in existence

SQLECmd
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Using SQLECmd outside of KAPE to parse EventTranscript.db

sqlecmd.exe -d path\to\file.db --csv path\to\csv\output --debug

Parsing with SQLECmd
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EventTranscript.db Schema (Refresher)
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Matching table names specified within Map to Tables that exist in a given DB

• IdentifyQuery: SELECT count(*) FROM sqlite_master WHERE 

type='table' AND (name='categories' OR 

name='event_categories' OR name='event_tags' OR 

name='events_persisted' OR name='producers' OR 

name='provider_groups' OR name='tag_descriptions');

• IdentifyValue: 4

• IdentifyValue is only 4 because I’ve seen only 4 of these present 

within this database during my testing

• So long as IdentifyQuery and IdentifyValue are valid, and the DB 

filename matches, SQLECmd will parse the DB and provide output 

according to the Query within the Map.

Parsing with SQLECmd – Understanding Maps
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High level overview

• Outputs 6 CSVs (One for each Tag_Description):
– EventTranscript.db_BrowsingHistory
– EventTranscript.db_Device Connectivity and Configuration
– EventTranscript.db_Inking Typing and Speech Utterance
– EventTranscript.db_ProductandServicePerformance
– EventTranscript.db_Product and Service Usage
– EventTranscript.db_Software Setup and Inventory

• This helps reduce the size of the output when dealing with 

data sampling where DBs have been seen to be 1GB+ in 

size with similar size CSV output

• Attempts to label presence of DataSampling vs 

NoDataSampling based on current research and 

understanding of the artifact

EventTranscript.db SQLECmd Map

^ No Inking Typing and Speech Utterance data parsed ^
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Use Timeline Explorer to view CSV output
Analyzing SQLECmd Output
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Tips and Tricks

• Always be sure to run a sync with SQLECmd if it's been a while since you last did:
– sqlecmd.exe --sync
– Sync_SQLECmd.mkape Module in KAPE

• You can use the --hunt switch to locate SQLite DBs
– Useful since not every SQLite DB has a file extension nor is every .db* file an SQLite database
– SQLECmd-Hunt.mkape Module automates this process!

• There is no right or wrong way to locate SQLite DBs. They are EVERYWHERE!
– Also, be hungry for output beyond what tools provide you. No tool can parse EVERYTHING out there. 

• Navicat for SQLite is a very useful tool (but not free) for making SQL queries (you don’t need to know SQL; the Query 

Builder will give you a crash course)

• If you need help building queries or finding DBs, contact me on either Discord, Twitter, or LinkedIn and let’s solve the 

world’s problems together!

Important Notes



Introduction to KAPE
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High level overview

▪ Kroll Artifact Parser and Extractor (KAPE) is primarily a triage program

▪ It targets a device or storage location to:

▪ Find the most forensically relevant artifacts (based on your needs) 
using Targets

▪ Parse them within a few minutes using EZ Tools/your other favorite 
CLI tool using Modules

▪ KAPE can be used to collect the most critical artifacts prior to the start 
of imaging

▪ While the imaging completes, the data generated by KAPE can be 
reviewed for leads, building timelines, etc.

▪ Common IR Workflow

▪ KapeTriage Target -> !EZParser Module

Introduction to KAPE
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Automating SQLECmd with KAPE
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Automating SQLECmd with KAPE

• Automates the most common use case for SQLECmd with KAPE
– Attempts to match SQLite databases with SQLECmd Maps based on DB filename and the DB Schema

• Provides CSV output in accordance with the query within the respective Map
– Maps are only as good as the author made them to be
– If you don’t like the output, the queries are open sourced, and you can improve them!

• Outputs into SQLDatabases folder within your specified --mdest (Module Destination) directory

SQLECmd Module in KAPE
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SQLECmd Module in KAPE

Running the !EZParser Module will run the SQLECmd
Module, as seen here:

^ !EZParser ^
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gKape GUI: KapeTriage -> !EZParser Workflow

• Acquires data with Targets (KapeTriage) 

from specified  --tsource and places a copy 

within specified  --tdest directory

• Processes acquired data with Modules 

(!EZParser) and places parsed output within 

specified --mdest directory

• CSV for export format of parsed output

• Debug messages help for troubleshooting 

should anything not work as intended

• Ingest into Timeline Explorer, Modern CSV, 

Excel, or any other CSV viewer tool for 

analysis

Using KAPE
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• Kroll speculates that Diagnostic Data and Telemetry within Windows is here to stay
– It’s reasonable to speculate that the level of logging should only increase over time given the value of the data to 

Microsoft as it relates to Windows and its future development
– If that holds true, this artifact should only become more prevalent over time!

• Regardless, if this database exists without data sampling, it can still serve as a redundant source for information 

commonly available within the Windows Registry, Event Logs, etc. 

• EventTranscript.db persists conventional anti-forensics methods such as Event Log clearing, timestomping, etc

• It will take a long time to fully research this database’s 2500+ events to identify which ones are the most fruitful for 

DFIR examiners
– Explore the DB yourself. Report your findings! Blog about it. Pivot on Event Names and try to identify those that 

provide quick wins for the DFIR community and SHARE your findings. 

• Discuss or provide any new findings on the EventTranscript.db Research GitHub repo

Final Thoughts



Questions?
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• Kroll Blog
– Forensically Unpacking EventTranscript.db: An Investigative Series (kroll.com)

• GitHub Repos
– KapeFiles: EricZimmerman/KapeFiles: This repository serves as a place for community created Targets and Modules 

for use with KAPE. (github.com)
– SQLECmd: EricZimmerman/SQLECmd (github.com)

• Andrew’s GitHub
– EventTranscript.db Research: rathbuna/EventTranscript.db-Research: A repo for centralizing ongoing research on 

the new Windows 10/11 DFIR artifact, EventTranscript.db. (github.com)
– Awesome-KAPE: rathbuna/Awesome-KAPE: A curated list of KAPE-related resources (github.com)

Resources

https://www.kroll.com/en/insights/publications/cyber/forensically-unpacking-eventtranscript
https://github.com/EricZimmerman/KapeFiles
https://github.com/EricZimmerman/SQLECmd
https://github.com/rathbuna/EventTranscript.db-Research
https://github.com/rathbuna/Awesome-KAPE
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For More KAPE:

SCHEDULE INSTRUCTORS

September 28, 2021
10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. ET

Eric Zimmerman

Sean Straw

Scott Zuberbuehler

Andrew Rathbun

October 7, 2021
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. GMT

James Thoburn

Paul Wells

Guillermo Roman

October 20, 2021
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. HKT

Paul Jackson

David Klopp

Rob Phillips

Full Calendar Available 

here: 

bit.ly/KAPE2021

• Virtual live sessions

• Max 25 students

Intensive Training and Certification Sessions
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